
Never Say 347 

“Sure, make sure you get some sleep too.” 

“WiLL do.” 

Hanging up, Hannah tossed and turned on her spacious bed, resolving not to overanalyze and just let 

things unfold. 

She slept well that night. 

Come morning, Hannah woke up in high spirits and brewed herself a cup of coffee. 

But the moment she settled on the couch with her coffee, her phone showed Twitter had gone wild. 

It wasn’t just Twitter that was a buzz. Her own account was tied to a trending post! 

Stunned, Hannah tapped on the trending subject, discovering that the uproar was about the movie she 

had worked on recently coming under severe criticism. 

The reason was some leaked behind-the-scenes footage. 

The role of Martina Reed was supposed to be portrayed by a relatively well-known newcomer in the 

acting scene, with a small but dedicated fan base. 

As a result, sharp-eyed netizens noticed the change in Martina’s role. 

Angela’s Library 

Even though it was a minor part, it garnered significant focus. 

“Holy crap! Who does she think she is, replacing Eulalia Diaz so easily? How influential can she be?” 

“Boycott Cloud Voyager Saga!” 

“So, they’re casting sponsors now, are they? I thought Pierre Fowler had some integrity, but it seems 

he’s fine with casting people who buy their roles!” 

“When will she quit self-promotion? Her Twitter follower count skyrocketed recently, obviously aiming 

for showbiz. Is she even qualified? Has she had any training?” 

“He ousted our Eulalia for this opportunist? Disgusting. This is a big-screen movie! That’s how they 

respect their audience?” 

“Boycott, boycott!! I won’t pay to see such a lousy movie, even if Pierre Fowler directed it!” 

“Pierson, what’s going on? You defended her before, and now you’ve directly added her to the team. 

Please, enough with the generosity!” 

“Is there something going on between her and Pierson? Hahaha!” 

Online, the debate raged on. 

Engrossed in her thoughts, Hannah was interrupted when her phone buzzed with a WhatsApp call from 

Lydia. 



She answered the call absentmindedly. 

“What’s up?” 

 


